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Several students make New
Year's Resolutions to get in
shape or loose weight, and
many are taking advantage
of the new wellness center
to help them.

Pagell
men's basketball
team is 9-6 overall and in
second place with 4-1
record in the OVC. The
Racers play Tennessee
State at 7:15 p.m. Saturday
in the Regional Special
Events Center.

Ceremony,
march
celebrate
legacy
Stephanie Zeller
Staff Writer
szeller@thenews.org

photos by Ricky Ago~tin/The New.~

(Above) Cameron Dorris, freshman from Russellville, lifts free welallts, and (below) Paul Murphy, senior from Cunningham,
does sit-ups on one of the machines at the newly opened wellness ceater Wednesday. They were two of approximately 1,200 students and 150 faculty and staff who entered the facWty to workout on Tuesday.

Center welcomes students
Campus community
floods new building
Carrie Pond

Tuesday for the wellness center
was approximately 1,200 stuAssistant News Editor
cpon<l@thrnews.org
dents and 150 faculty, staff and
other members. He also said 350
Students, faculty and staff arc memberships have been sold to
pleased with the new Student faculty and staff.
Dewey Yeatts, assistant vice
Recreation and Wellness Center.
president of Facilities Managewhich opened last Saturday.
Allison Epperson, facility coor· ment, said the wellness center is
dinator for the Student Recre- a nice addition to campus.
"It will really help with both
ation and Wellness Center, said
she is excited about and proud of the recruitment and retention of
the new facility and the turnout. students," he said. "I also hope it
"(People) start coming in at 3 will be beneficial to student
(p.m.), and it stays really busy health."
Yeatts said before building the
until 7 or 8," she said. "Everyone
seems really pleased with the facility, they visited quite a few
facility. We've received no nega- universities with buildings of
tive feedback so far, which is similar design and listened to the
kind of what we expected elements the universities wished
they had included in hindsight.
because it's a beautiful facility."
"We got the best of a lot of dif"Everything
is
running
smoothly," she said. "We're just ferent worlds, including various
trying to work out the little kinks internal clements students would
like, like the vortex pool and aerthat come with a new facility."
University President F. King obics classes," he said. "We
Alexander said he is also pleased included everything and then
with the response to the center some that other competing
schools wanted."
thus far.
Another feature the wellness
"It's a big hit, obviously," he
said. "It appears to be a great center offers is the Healthy
gathering place for students, fac- Horse Cafe, which is located
ulty and staff. What is apparent near the entrance. Unlike the
from the frrst day of use is that it Thoroughbrewed Cafe in Hart
will be a wonderful campus facil- College which serves coffee, the
ity for exercise and educational Healthy Horse will offer healthier alternatives like smoothies
experience."
•
Alexander said attendance on and other cold drinks, said Bill

Benriter, director of Food Ser·
vices. It will also have
prewrapped sandwiches.
"(The smoothies are) Island
Oasis smoothies, which are a
combination of fruit, ice, water

(and other ingredients),'' he said.
"Students will have the options
of adding flavors to the smoothies for a protein boost, mood

see VISI TORS/ 3

Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity members and University President F.
King Alexander greeted guests as
they entered the Curris Center for
the annual Martin Luther King Jr.
celebration program Monday night.
After addressing the crowd about
the legacy of King, Alexander spoke
of desegregation and the University's 50th anniversary of its frrst
African-American graduate. Alexander said the University community
becomes stronger when it unites to
face challenges.
Murray Mayor H. Thomas Rushing encouraged guests to learn from
King's teachings and participate in
community activities held this week
in his honor.
"As Martin Luther King would say:
'We all need to unite'," Rushing said.
Murray City Councilwoman Doris
Parham said every third week in January will be declared Martin Luther
King Jr. Week in the city.
In his speech, Pastor Kevin Wood·
gett I said everyone has a responsibility to lead and spread truth and
knowledge so the legacy of truth will
continue. He said that if people hold
themselves accountable a change
will be seen in the community and
King's dream will live on.
"It is time now that we put the
exCIJSes down and actually begin to
make the dream a reality," Woodgett
said.
Patricia Dunbar, graduate student
from Cincinnati, sang "Lift Every
Voice and Sing" and said the program was a good way to help educate people about diversity.
Dunbar said she uses the lack of
diversity in her graduate program to
teach peers and colleagues about
multiculturalism.
"It made me feel that what I am
doing is not in vain," said Dunbar.
Geco Ross, sophomore from Paducah and student support staff coordinator for African American Student
Service and Ethnic Programs and
multicultural awareness chair for
Campus Activities Board, said the
program was an opportunity to unify
the campus.
Following the ceremony commemorating King's legacy. attendees
participated in a candlelight march
through campus.
'
"The number
of students (who)
were here show that they are serious
about the theme of unity," said Ross.
A diversity dance is scheduled for
9:30 pm. Saturday. The cost for the
event is $5 for the general public and
$3 for students.

Student, ATO member dies in car accident last week
Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor
mkilcoyne@thenews.org

Matthew Means grew up
doing the normal things
kids do, said his sister Julie
Means, who be spent time
with in club houses and digging in the dirt.
Matthew,
23-year-old
senior from Hopkinsville,
died from of injuries suffered in a traffic accident in
Trigg County Jan. 12.
Because be and Julie were
only separated by 18 months

of age, she said many peo·
ple would ask if they were
twins. Although Julie was
older. she said he outgrew
her by the time he turned 2.
Julie said she and her
brother grew close during
family trips to St. Louis and
Florida.
"We had a two-door car
and would each sit on a side
of the car seat with our
younger sister in the middle,'' she said. "We got
close, but when we got
back, we bought a van."
Matthew also enjoyed rid-

"He loved to help people out. He would do
anything for his friends.''
Ronnie YoDDg
Friend of Matthew Means
ing his bicycle as a child.
"He wore his bicycle out,"
she said. "He rode that bicycle everywhere. I remember
my friends saying 'I saw
your brother here or
there.'"
Matthew spent his high
school
years
playing

defense and tight end for
the football team but always
looked out for others, Julie
said. Since Matthew also
has a younger sister, Julie
said he watched out for her
with high school boys when
she turned 16.
At Murray State Matthew

joined Alpha Tau Omega of seeing a dark house, so he
fraternity and studied polit- changed all the light bulbs.
ical science and real estate,
Ronnie Young, Matthew's
friend, said he and Matthew
Julie said.
"He really enjoyed the played sports and cards
real estate stuff, but together on several occaMatthew was really shy and sions.
quiet," she said.
"He loved to help people
In his free time, Matthew out," Young said. "He
spent time playing cards would do anything for his
with friends and worked for friends. ... One time when
we were in high school, me
Means and Ford Electric.
Along with college activi- and him went down to
ties, Matthew took care of Athens, Ga., for basketball
his grandmother's house. recruitment. I had to go,
Julie said last week he came and he volunteered to drive
by and told her he was tired me there."
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•Police Bec.tt
Sunday, Jan.16
1:43 p .m. A resident adviser

Ricky Agostin/The News
Alex Vall (left), sophomore from Owensboro, and Laura. Chambers,
freshman from Russellville, keep a watch out for swimmers ln the Student Recreation and Wellness Center Wednesday aftemoon.

South African politician
to kick off lecture series

Tenor, bagpipe virtuoso
to honor Scottish poet

Nobel Peace Prize winner and key
player in the struggle to end apartheid
in South Africa F. W. de Klerk will be
this year's Student Government Association Presidential Lecture Series
speaker.
The de Klerk lecture will begin at 7
p.m. March 10 in Lovett Auditorium.
It will be the flrst in a series of events
recognizing the occasion of the
· enrollment of the flrst African-American students at Murray State 50 years
ago.
The lecture topic is "Bridging the
Gap - Globalization Without Isolation.n
Tickets to the lecture will be available Monday for Murray State students, faculty and staff at no charge.
Each student, faculty or staff member
is limited to one free ticket that must
be picked up in the SGA Office in
advance.
Those wishing to purchase additional tickets must wait until the remaining tickets go on sale to the public Jan.
31 . The tickets will be $10 each.
Tickets may be. purchased at the
SGA Office in the Curris Center or by
calling 762-6951 for credit card orders.

Tenor Randall Black and bagpipe
virtuoso John Albert will be among
those observing the birthday of Scottish poet Robert Bums at the Robert
Bums Supper at 6:30 p.m. Saturday at
the Woman's Club House in Murray.
Reservations are required, and can
be made by calling the Tourism Commission at 759- 2199 or Murray Life
magazine at 753-5225.

Trustees begin accepting
study abroad proposals
The Board of Trustees of the Cooperative Center for Study Abroad is
now accepting proposals from faculty for courses to be taught during its
2006 summer programs in various
countries for all disciplines.
The deadline for submission of
course proposals for the summer
programs is Feb. 11.
For information contact Celia Wall
at 762-3l71.

Campus Briefly is compiled by Carrie
Pond, assistant news editor. If you
would like to submit information for
Campus Briefly, phone 762-4480.

from Richmond College was
notified that students were
using a side window to move
their belongings into the building instead of entering through
the front doors.
2:12 p.m. A student phoned
Public Safety to report a horse
running loose on the highway.
The sheriffs department was
notified.
2:53 p.m. The residence director of Hester College called in a
request for an officer after an
individual moving out of the
college reported missing items.
3:16 p.m. A resident adviser in
Richmond College intercepted a
male student who was loading
his belongings through his room
window. Officers arrived and
spoke with the resident adviser
and the student.
3:24 p.m. A caller from White
College reported a smoke detector beeping because of an
expired battery. A reporting
officer advised there was no
smoke at the room's door. Central Plant was notified.
6:18 p.m. T he residence director of Hart College reported a
plumbing problem in Room 225.
9:18p.m The residence director
of Hart College reported a
plumbing problem in Room 308.

Monday, Jan. 17
10:05 a.m. A request was made
for a maintenance person to
contact the wellness center
regarding water supply for the
workers.
12:ll p.m. The residence director of Clark College reported
that the entire building was
without hot water.
12:54 p.m. The residence director of Regents College reported
a high pitched squealing coming
from a vent in Room 706.
1:09 p.m. The residence director of White College reported
water leaking excessively in the
college head's office.
1:52 p.m. The residence director of Regents College reported

24 flOURS

MEANS OPENING BEFORE TilE
.ROOSTER CROWS. IT MEANS

STAVING OPEN
AFTER "LAST CALL:'

.

an unoccupied elevator stuck on
the ninth floor with its doors
opened halfway. Central Plant
was notified.
3:33 p.m. The residence director of Hart College reported a
stopped up shower drain with
water standing in the tub. Central Plant was notified.
10:34 p.m. A fire alarm in the
Expo Center was activated
because of a drop in water pressure. The fire department
responded and a report was
taken.

Thesday, Jan. 18

house
causing
problems.
Responding officers advised
there was no disturbance.
1:13 p.m. Drug contraband
found by housing was turned
over to Public Safety.
1:53 p.m. An elevator in Elizabeth College got stuck with an
individual in it. Facilities Management and an offlcer were
notified.
5:48p.m. Michael R. Hunt, Jr.,
18, freshman fr om Morgantown, and John Lane, 20, freshman from Murray, were placed
u nder arrest by Calloway
County sheriff officers on outstanding warrants after Hunt
was stopped for disregarding a
stop sign.
5:57 p.m. A caller from Elizabeth College was stuck in the
third floor east elevator. After
freeing the individual, an offlcer and Central Plant turned
off the elevator.
8 p.m. A blue backpack was
found in Faculty Hall in the
fust floor men's bathroom. The
backpack was placed in the lost
and found at Public Safety.
9:56 p.m. A Regents College
resident adviser reported two
male subjects walking around
vehicles in the parking lot. Subjects were staying in a guest
room.

8:08 a.m. The grounds crew
found a check in the quad. T he
check belonged to a former
Murray State student. The
numbers listed on the check
were disconnected. An offlcer
returned the check to the bank.
9:32 a.m. An individual parked
in a 10-minute spot in front of
Hart College to pick up a
friend. The car would not start
because of a dead battery. Individual declined tow service.
3:ll p .m. An individual from
Franklin College reported the
theft of a television set from
their room. The incident is
under investigation.
3:39 p.m. An individual from
Franklin College reported the
theft of a Playstation and several movies from their room. Motorist assists- 4
The incident is under investi- Racer escorts - 3
Arrests - 2
gation.
5:32 p.m. The residence director of College Courts reported
an animal in a resident's apartment. The residence director
called back to report that it was
only a spider and no assistance
was needed.
9:26 p.m. An individual from
Regents College reported her
ex-boyfriend was in the lobby
threatening to harm himself. .
Counseling and testing staff Police Beat is compiled by Carwere notified.
rie Pond, assistant news editor,
with materials provided by
Wednesday, Jan. 19
Public Safety. All dispatched
12:47 p.m. A report was made calls arc not listed. For a comregarding intoxicated subjects plete listing, visit www.theoutside the Alpha Gamma Rho news.org.

New & Used Compact Discs
Car Stereos To Fit Any Car And
Any Budget Custom Installation
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Sunset Boulevard Music
11 09 Chestnut St. • Next Door to Wendy's
i ours: Mon-Sat, 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Phone: 270·753·0113

AND IN CASE YOU STILL DON'T
GET IT. IT MEANS

WilEN YOU'RE

WRITERS WANTED!
The Murray State News Is looking for writers. Positions available In:

YOU'VE GOT A
IN HARDEE'S.

~
·
OPEN

•News

• Sports
• College Life
Everyone has a story.
This could be your chance
to find it.

24 IIOURS

l/31b. 1/21b. 2/31b. Angus beef Thickburgers. * Hardee's
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Call 762-4468
or stop by 111 Wilson Hall
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Board offers chance Visitors see facility as positive addition to MSU
to appeal fall grades
From Pagel

Staff Report
Students not satisfied
with their final grades have
the right to review their
records and appeal discrepancies to the Academic
Appeals Board after following the prescribed process.
Donna Harris, registrar,
said the Family Educational
Rights and Privacy Act
gives students the right to
review information.
"Students can review
their information at any
time free of charge and can
seck an appeal of that information," Harris said.
The Academic Appeals
Board is the final stop in
grade appeals, but beforc
going to the board, students must speak to the
instructor,
department
chair and academic dean.

Harris officiates the
board's meetings in the fall,
spring and summer but
docs not vote. Voting members include one faculty
member from each academic college and two students, who Vice President
of Academic Affairs Gary
Brockway appoints.
According to the Registrar's Web site, grade
appeals must be initiated
within the ftrst 20 days of
the semester after tht.>
grade problem occurs.
The only issue relevant
during the appeals process
is whether an error in grading occurred, Harris said.
Regardless of the stage of
the appeal, Harris said students need to be prepared
and know the proper
process by looking in the
catalog or bulletin.

enhancement or energy
boost."
Benriter said the smoothies are approximately $2 to
$3, and most forms of payment will be accepted at the
cafe, excluding meal plans.
After visiting the new
wellness center to work
out, Lance Lee, junior from
Scottsville, said he thinks
the wellness center is a
great asset for the University.
"It is defmitcly motivation for me to go and work
out," be said. "The vortex
pool is nifty and I really like
the new machines. I'm also
excited about the aerobics
classes they are going to
offer.
"Now all (the University)
needs to work on is finishing the library renovations
and updating the books,"
Lee said. ''The wellncss
center is a great addition
but the students would

Ricky Ago!.lin/ I he News

A few student s exercise on the treadmills in the new wellness center.
really benefit from the
library renovations."
Megan Claussen, junior
from Louisville, works at
the wellness center and
said she has noticed an
extremely large turnout.
''A lot of people arc excited about coming here," she

'

• Comprehensive
Exams for Glasses &
Contact Lenses
• Treatment of Eye
Infections
• Walk-Ins Welcome
Dr. Oouglas.W. Pqyne

EYES &EYEWEAR
753-5507
(OLYMPIC PLAZA. NEXT TO LOS POFffALES ·MURRAY)

Take a look at our large Selection of
De~ Fmmes and Sunglasses:
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said. "People who never ness center because it is
worked out before in the easier to see people playing
Curris Center are more basketball than it was in
motivated to work out Carr Health.
because it's such a nice
"It's cool to see F. King
facility and it seems closer ,over here playing basketto the dorms."
ball with the students," she
Claussen said she likes said. "I love the new facilithe openness of the well- ty."
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Custom tailored relief for:

• Whiplash • Headaches
• lower bock, hip or leg pain
• Neck, shoulder or arm pain
keep you oclive and energized. Don't let · Tight muscles, numbness
pain keep you from enjoying the ddivi- • Sciatica
ijes you love. Chiroproclic adjustments
can bring your body bock to its natural
state, improving your body's balance,
performance and energy - at work and
at play

At Calloway County Chiropractic, our
approach to total body wellness will

753-6100

Dr. Scott Foster·
1625 Hwy 121 N., Murray
Just up from the RSEC

CHIROPRACTIC

PARTY ZONE •
Meet us 6pm, Wednesday, February 9 at
Freed Curd Auditorium
for more information on these exciting opportunities!
Harrah's Metropolis is seeking part-timers who want to work weekend nights
(Friday and Saturday) only. Qualified candidates must have an upbeat, positive and
outgoing personality. Our goal is to bring an enthusiastic energy to make the Party
Zone a HIGH ENERGY casino entertainment experience. Must be 21 years of age.
This position has a potential of high compensation.

Drop-in or Log-on for a Great Opportunity
www.harrahs.com
·
(select the Metropolis Property and
click on the job MSU Party Zone)
To apply, please log-on or send resume to: 100 East Front Street, Metropolis, IL
62960; or Fax: (618) 524-6136. Equal Opportunity Employer.
You must attend the Ilarrahs presentation scheduled for Wednesday, February 9 at 6 p.m. in the Freed Curd Auditorium to be eligible to intervie
\
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OPINION
Celebs reach into pockets
to assist in tsunami relief
I

Do you plan to donate
to the tsunami relief
effort?

I
J
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o • 1"

o

0

• J

•

•

"No, because I
don't believe that
the victims of the
natural disaster
will receive my
money."

I

0

Chris Bodes
JUnior, H6ndMson

•

~

I
0

I

0

•

I

•I

"Yes. It is important to help others, and we all
feel sorry for the
victims and their
families."

~

\

JeDDY Marie Hines
junior, Paducah

/

"No. It's a great
thing to do, but I
have to eat, buy
books and pay off
loans."

THE RECENT

SOUTHEAST
ASIAN TSUNAMI

Mitch Brown

/lXII?'·
. 14yfleJd

CONTINENT

''I've thought
. about it, and I
might donate but
I'm [lOt sure."

AND LEFT
HUNDREDS OF
THOUSANDS

Michael B atton
sophomore, Geofpeto.m

INCLUDING
CELEBRITIES,

Ricky Agostin/The News

HAVE DONATED
TO THE RELIEF
EFFORT.

T~iMwrrny

NaWs

2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 762-3175
www.thenewe.org

Vanessa Childers
Editor In Chief • 762-68n

Melissa Kilcoyne

Position:
IT IS
REFRESHING
TO SEE
CELEBRITIES
USING THEIR
WEALTH FOR
SUCH AN
IMPORTANT
CAUSE,
ESPECIALLY

News Editor • 762-4468

CONSIDERING

Elizabeth Caweln

THEY STAND

Opinion Editor • 762-4468

Janet Robb
College Life Editor • 762-4468

Nathan Clinkenbeard

TO GAIN
NOTHING FROM
THE GIFT.

The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board
of The Murray State News. The
editorial board is composed of
all section editors.
Perhaps one of the only
bright points to come out of the
recent tsunami in southeast
Asia is the public's renewed
faith m the humanity of
celebrities.
Actors, musicians and athletes have reached deep into
their pockets to give to the victims of what has been called
the worst natural disaster ever
to hit that area.
Of course, after any catastrophe such as this, natural or otherwise, one can expect a charity concert of some description.
This disaster has and will
continue to have its share of
concerts and special recordings, such as the concert Sting
w ill headline feb. 10, the majority of the proceeds from which
will go to UNICEF, and
WaveAid, taking place in Australia Jan. 28. Tickets for
WaveAid sold out within four
hours.
However, there is a major difference between these events
and the outpouring of monetary donations by individual
celebrities during the past few
weeks.
At a charity concert, there is
still' much for a singer or band

to gain. However noble the
cause may be, they arc still
exposing audiences to their
music and essentially selling
themselves and their product.
But when actress Sandra Bullock gave $1 million of her own
money to tsunami relief, she
stood nothing to gain from the
gesture. The list only begins
with Bullock.
According to abcnews.com,
Leonardo DiCaprio, whose film
"The Beach" was shot on Thailand's Phi Phi island, has donated an undisclosed sum of
money to the cause. He also set
up a link on his Web site,
www.leonardodicaprio.com,
for anyone wishing to contribute.
Jackie Chan and Chow YunFat both also donated tens of
thousands to charities working
with tsunami victims.
Athletes also got in the donation game. Wimbledon winner
Maria Sharapova gave $10,000
to the prime minister of Thailand and Formula-1 racer
Michael Schumacher pledged
$10 million to the effort.
Beatle Paul McCartney and
wife, Heather Mills, donated
one miliion pounds, equivalent
to approximately $1.9 million.
The refreshing thing about all
this is that with no motive of
personal gain, other than limited publicity, celebrities are

using their wealth not to purchase massive mansions or
sports cars, but to help people
who are in need.
Our exposure to the Lives of
actors, singers and athletes is
gel\erally limited to what we
see in detadent television specials describing the excess in
which they live. It is a rare
occasion that the rich, famous
and elite do something charitable or selfless. We can only
hope this trend will continue
beyond this disaster and into
everyday life.
Organizations like the Red
Cross and UNICEF are in constant operation and always
need funding, not just in times
of tragedy. Perhaps this event
will spur the more fortunate to
begin a cycle of giving yearround.
However, you don't have to ,
be a celebrity or incredibly
wealthy to help the tsunami
victims.
You can put your change to
good use by dropping it off in a
donation box in Winslow Dining Hall or your residential college. Groups like the Thai Student Organization are also
spearheading relief projects on
campus next week.
For full details on campus
and community relief events,
check out the story on Page 7 in
the College Life section.

Sports Editor • 762-4481

Stephanie Buford
Online Editor • 762-4480

Crystal Palmisano

•Your Opit1.ic)n

Chief Copy Ed1tor • 762-4468

Andrea Chapman
Visual Editor • 762-4468

Tonya Wlrgau
Advertising Manager • 762-4478

Joe Hedges
Adviser • 762·2998
The Murray State News strives to be the Uni·
varsity community's source for Information.
Our goal Is to present that 1nfonnation in a
fair and unbiased manner and also provide a
free and open forum for expression and debate.
Tile Murray State News offers a hands-on
Ieeming environment for those students inter·
ested In journalism or other fields relating to the
production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from cen·
sorshlp and advance approval of copy; and, Its
editors should be tree to develop their own edi·
tonal and news poliCies.
The Murray State News is prepared and edit·
ed by students and is an offiCial publication of
Murray State Unlvers1ty. The first copy of The
Murray State News is free.
Additional copies are available for 25 cants
at 111 Wilson Hall.

-

anci the student must return it to
the offic~ of equal opportunity.
Now will someone tell me this
On Dec. 6, Murray State sent is not discrimination and harass~
letters to approximately 80 hand- ment against the handicapped?
icap students and others in posI'll tell you why the University
session of state handicap plac- is doing this. In the Dec. 10 ediards and license plates.
tion of The Murray State News.
These people have .already an article clearly stated that there
complied with state law. Now the are 80 registered handicapped
University is requiring more people and the University has 162
unnecessary documentation by handicapped parking spaces, so
administering another form for there is no problem there.
all handicap persons to take to
The problems are created by
their doctor and have the doctor students parking in these spaces
write on the form confidential, without the proper handicap
personal medical information parking permits.
about the physical condition of
So why don't the security staff
each student.
ticket these people? They already
The doctor must sign the form know who has permits legally.

MSU parking policies
hurt handicapped

Murray State is a state university. the handicapped instead of for
don't they have to abide by state them.
lnw?
The form Murray St'atc appli- Thomas A. Gossum
cation for a handicap accessible Murray
parking permit is a violation of
Write to us
the privacy act, is it not?
The Murray St$ News welAll student records arc open
records to would-be employers. comes commeotariea and 1ttten
to the editor. Letten shobld be
Also, medical records have no
400
words or less and must be
place at Murray State.
signed.
COntribUtors **ld
(Herman Felton, compliance
include addRnes and t*oae
coordinator for the office of nWllbm for verificatiotr. Please
equal opportunity) is the man to include hometown, clasaitka·
sec and report to and he clearly lion,. titlt or ~latioosbip to the
stated a person would be fmcd
University.
even if they had a state handicap
C~ntarie& should ~ lim·
ited to SOO words. The Mun'ay
parking permit and did not comState News reserves die r,iahr to
ply with his new rule.
The harsher rules are against edit fqr style, lcmgJh and coru..
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Hindsight might be 20-20 for Fox
Cartoon rear blurred to please FCC

In My
Opinion

Carrie
Pond
"l JUST

DON'T

UNDERSTAND

WHAT THF.
HARM IS IN
SEEING A

BUTf,
IN CARTOON
FORM OR

OTHERWISE."

As I was perusing
through
articles
on
cnn.com, I noticed a headline that read: ''FCC fears
force Fox to pixelate cartoon nudity." Intrigued, I
read on.
As it turns out, Fox
blurred out a cartoon butt
on the show "Family Guy"
because they were "nervous" that it was "objectionable." When did our
society get to the point
where a cartoon butt is such
a cause for concern?
It is crazy to me that a
butt in a cartoon geared
toward adults has to be censored, but scantily clad Victoria Secret models are
humping beds and pouring
milk on themselves during
the commercial breaks.
And what about that commercial for Hardee's where
the girl is stuffing eight million straws in her mouth to
show her talent to fit large

"burgers" (yeah, right) in
her mouth? It seems like the
FCC is a little wishy-washy
on what is offensive and
what is good, clean American fun.
I just don't understand
what the harm is in seeing a
butt, in cartoon form or otherwise. After extensive
research, I found that 100
percent of the people I
studied did indeed have a
butt. It is also safe to say
that in a person's lifetime,
he or she will be exposed to
an assortment of real, in the
flesh butts. So what is the
big deal about seeing one
on TV?
I completely understand
that some people do not
want to sec butts roaming
free and uncovered on their
TV screens, or that they do
not want their children to
be exposed to the wickedness of butts. That is where
the freedom of choice and

the responsibility of parenting come in.
If 1 had a child, I would
almost be offended that the
FCC considered me too
inept to competently parent
my child. If someone came
into people's homes while
they were disciplining their
children or performing
some
other
parental
responsibility and said,
"You are doing that wrong,
so I am going to do it for
you" people would consider
it completely inappropriate.
But that is exactly what the
FCC is doing: taking the
right to parent out of parent's hands.
For others who just do
not want to see a butt
unless it is their own in the
shower, the best way to
combat that is to change the
channeL I hate "Fear Factor" and don't particularly
care for "The Bachelor," so
I choose not to watch those

shows. However, I know
there are people who really
like watching them, so I'm
not going to call the network and say, '"Fear Factor'
really grosses me out, and I
think you should get rid of
it."
Not everyone is disturbed
by "Fear Factor" and not
everyone is horrified after
seeing a butt during "Family Guy." I think that we are
fully capable of deciding
what is appropriate or inap- ·
propriate for ourselves. I
say that the FCC just needs
to butt out (extremely bad
pun intended).

Carrie Pond is the assistant
news editor for The Murray
State News.

The Rites of Spring .

·Gtad student prepares to board third 'ship'
In My
Opinion

William
Amos
"THOSE
HANDS-ON
EXPERIENCES ...

HELPED ME

REALIZE .

I'M

READY,

WILLING
AND ABLE FOR
A CAREER IN

PUBLIC
RELATIONS."

This summer I hope to
board my third ship. It's not
that I'm not ready to enter
the workforce, I simply
want to explore every available option that I am qualified for which can further
develop my public relations
skill set.
Trust me, I'm more than
ready for a full-time public
relations position that
offers a competitive base
salary, a generous benefits
package, opportunities for
professional development
and career advancement.
Let me explain.
I vividly remember the
advice Robin Orvino, journalism and mass communications lecturer, posted
outside her office in Wilson
Hall three years ago - "Students considering a career
in public relations should
complete at least two
internships before entering
the workforce." Her advice
made a great deal of sense
and I decided to follow
through.
I was fortunate to make

the progression (with the
help of Marlo and Gina in
Career Services. Roger
Schoenfeldt, chair of management, marketing and
business administration,
and WKMS-FM) from a
volunteer intern, to a paid
12-week internship, to a full
semester internship. Those
"hands-on" experiences,
coupled with public relations and management
coursework helped me realize that I'm ready, willing
and able for a career in public relations. As usual, I was
"putting the cart before the
horse."
Let me explain again.
As an undergraduate, I
was a McNair Scholar and
obligated to pursue a doctorate. My plan was to work
a year or two and then continue my studies. When I
wasn't offered the job I
hoped to secure, graduate
school began to look very
appealing. With advice
from John Mateja, director
of the Undergraduate
Research and Scholarly

Get the real scoop
on Website
Is the first week of class
sessions leaving you wondering if you made the right
professorial
decisions
when
scheduling last
semester?
Don't forget to check out
ratemyprofessors.com to
get the scoop on all your
new instructors.
••• Murray State now has 416
professors rated, and more
than 35 have received new
comments and ratings since
the campus reopened from

t

horse's
mouth

Activity Office, guidance
from Bob Lochte, professor
of mass communications,
information from Gerry
Muuka, assistant dean of
the College of Business and
Public Affairs, and support
from Jeanne Scafella, chair
of the department of journalism and mass communications, and Tim Todd,
associate provost, I was
awarded an assistanceship
after 1 graduated last May.
It was a pleasure (and
interesting) to work with
Robert Valentine, professor
of journalism and mass
communications, in JMC
394, Introduction to Advertising, during the fall
semester. You have to
know him to understand
what I'm talking about. This
opportunity has caused me
to consider teaching as
another career choice. My
problem - I could use a
year or two of work in
order to replenish my savings, pay off some debt,
purchase more professional
attire and increase my

Winter Break.
Recent ratings include
more of the usual - good,
bad, ugly and downright
funny.
One user had this to say
about a professor: "She
talked more about partying
and drinking than history.
We spent the whole class
time talking about a presidential debate once and
ended up having to learn
about three chapters on our
own before the test. I
would not recommend this
teacher."
Other reviews offer less

understanding of the public
relations profession, before
I begin work on a terminal
degree. My solution secure a fellowship!
All of the advice and
guidance I've received,
untold hours in Waterfield.
Library and the Hortin
Resource Room will enable
me to earn a Master's
degree in mass communications this summer. I'm still
in consideration for some
wonderful one-year fellowships that offer a salary and
other benefits I can live
with. Eventually, other
opportunities will appear
and I will be even more
appealing to employers.
After all, three ships are
better than two.

William Amos is a graduate
assistant from Owensboro.

useful information: "I AM
IN LOVE WITH HIM!!!!!!"
Or perhaps the more popular: "Jerk. Don't take him.''
And why not the best of
both worlds?
"He is funny but really
makes you think, and he's a
hottiel"

Don't forget the
prerequisites
Signs posted throughout
Faculty Hall warn students
that in order to take "either
HUM 211 and HUM 211"
they must have the

If they can't
make it work,
who can?
Besides the fact that I was a prisoner in my own home for about five
days over the winter break, victim of
a thick layer of ice covering the city
of Memphis, there was a bit of breaking news that put a serious damper on
my vacation.'
While sweating it out on an elliptical machine at the gym, I saw the
words I thought I never would
scrolling across the
television screen in
front of me: Brad
and Jen split.
What!? This is
worse than the
tsunami!
Okay, I take it
back. It's clearly not
as devastating as a
major natural disaster. But I will admit
to you, that was my -.t.~iliiillllll.:.~
first thought upon Elizabeth
hearing the news.
Cawein
America
has
already been forced to witness the
break up of all but one of "The Bachelor"/"The Bachelorette" couples, not
to mention the heinous split of media
giant "Bennifer." Angelina and Billy
Bob, Gwyneth and Ben, Justin and
Britney - all relationships that went
toe-up. And then there are perennial
splitters like Whitney and Bobby,
whose relationship is more rocky
than Whitney's regimen of crackcocaine.
With the constant stream of highly
publicized make-ups and break-ups,
it's no wonder the entire country is
completely consumed with pondering
the possibility of love in Hollywood.
But the one question I do not want to
hear uttered - about any of these
lovely couples, but notably Brad and
Jen - is "if they can't make it, who
can?"
Normal Americans, that's who. People who don't have to worry when
they come out of a gas stat'ion bathroom picking their underwear out of
their rear end someone will be there
waiting to snap a photo of the Kodak
moment.
Nor do they have to be concerned
about having a tiff with their significant other in public over something
as simple as where to go to dinner,
being caught on film and having
rumors of a pending divorce plastered across the front of every tabloid
the next day. "
So when I came to this pivotal realization - the epiphany that just
because super celebrities break up,
the existence of love in the universe
is not in question- I had to ask myself
something. Why was I so concerned
about all this in the first place?
I don't know these people, and neither do the vast majority of Americans who are glued to TV screens in
abject terror watching what some of
them feel might be a sign of the apocalypse. Some of us probably spend
more time pondering the lives of people we don't even know than tending
to our own relationships and problems! No wonder the divorce rate is
sky-high. We're too upset Angelina
and Brad might have hooked up on a
movie set to see our own marriages
going up in flames.
I'd say we're all screwed up enough
to entertain ourselves, and perhaps
we should take a collective deep
breath and get over it.
Maybe then the trash tabloids
would finally go out of business. Go
sell crazy somewhere else. We're all
stocked up here.

Elizabeth Cawein is the opinion editor
for The Murray State News and can be
contacted at ecawein@thenews.org.

required English and World
Civilizations courses completed as prerequisites.
Indeed, to err is human,
but to P.laster that error all
over the walls of a center of
learning, inane.
Perhaps the person who
created this widely-posted
sign should re..enroll in a
grammar or basic composition class, the prerequisite
requirement for creating,
mass producing and distributing fliers.
Especially fliers that pertain to required English
courses.

Wellness Center
better than SGAr
University President F.
King Alexander said almost
1.200 students visited the
Wellness Center on the first
day of class. In one day,
almost as many students
came to exercise as voted in
the last Student Government Association election.

Seen somethlng humorous,
confusin& or outraging on
campus? let us know. Send
tips for "Straight from the

horse's
mouth"
ecawein@thenews.org.
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Campus cafe offers relaxed atmosphere PIN system revisions
~

Carrie Pond
Assistant News Editor
cpond@thenews.org

Since its Tuesday opening, students have filled
the Thoroughbrewed ~afe
to warm up and pass time
before their next class.
"I hope that (the success)
lasts and we've really hit
on something the students
like." Bill Benriter, director
of Food Services said.
Benriter said the products sold in the cafe as far
as coffee and speciality
drinks are Starbucks, and
the pastries are approved
by Starbucks.
"This is the Thoroughbrewed Cafe, and we
proudly brew Starbucks
products," he said. "We
don't have as many choices
as a regular Starbuc.ks. but
all the coffee we sell is
Starbucks coffee.''
Benriter said they decided to have the cafe serve
Starbucks
products
because it was a name with
which most coffee drinkers
are familiar.
He said this spring no

meal plans would be
accepted because of the
cafe's expense but that
could change depending
on the cafe's success.
Declining
balance
is
accepted.
The cafe has a stage set
up for various programs
and wireless capabilities
for students to bring in
their laptops, he said.
"(Tuesday night) students were lined up to the
door and just sitting and
enjoying the atmosphere,''
Benriter said.
University President F.
King Alexander said the
Thoroughbrewed Cafe and
the Healthy Horse Cafe,
located in the wellness
center, have received a
positive reaction.
"Judging by the reaction
of the students I've noticed
coming and going in both
areas, we are confident
that these communal areas
will enhance the social and
educational experiences of
our students," he said.
The grand opening of the
Thoroughbrewed Cafe is
today at 4:15 p.m.

improve accessibility
Stephanie Zeller
Staff Writer
szellerfciltht•news.urg

'

Ricky Agostini/ llt: News

Ronnie Wells, sophomore from Louisville, p rep ares
milk at the Thoroughbrewed Cafe Wednesday.

Students now will have
the ability to receive more
complete and accurate
grade information because
of an update to the Student
PIN system.
"Now (grade information) is a live feed, new
changes arc constantly
being updated," Registrar
Donna Harris said.
Prior to thl· new version,
students were only able to
view grade reports that
reflected their grades as
they were first processed.
Grade
changes
were
mailed to students, but
problems prevented students from getting their
current GPA.
"We knew that (the system) was not adequate,"
Harris said.
Harris worked with
Sherry Lamb, senior programmer analyst in infor-

mation systems, and Phyllis Baurcr, senior programmer analyst in information
systems. to change the
programs design.
, "(Harris)
provided
information as to what she
wanted to sec happen with
the system," Lamb said.
"We are beginning to
start Web cnablement to
allow for change of
address on the PIN system," Baurer said.
The address update will
give students the ability to
go in to the system and
update their addresses.
Lamb said the update
will not be available this
semester.
"The whole PIN System
is n cooperative effort
between (the) Registrar's
Office. Admissions Services and information systems programmers,'' Harris said.
Further expansion to the
PIN system will allow roll
sheets to be more current.
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TERRI & NICOLE
Tney got specials.

Welcome back students,
semester!

h~ve

NEWS
Place your
message in
The Murray
Sta te News
classifieds for

a great

There's
no

Home
Like
PI ace
Now leasing at Murray Placel

in and talk to Terri and Nicole about
specials in January & February on all your

haircare needs.

PER WORD
305 N . 12th

University Square
753-MANE

Walk-ins Welcome!

For more
information call

762-4478

DO YOU HAVE.AFAMOUS FACE?

Where will you be living this
fall? Murray Place offers 2 and
4-bedroom, fully-furnished
apartments, each with private
bathrooms and washers and
dryers. Other amenities in this
luxury student community
include:
• High-speed Internet
• Sparkling swimming pool
• Exciting community events
• Clubhouse with ping pong,
pool and foosball tables
• Tennis courts
• Fitness center
• All-inclusive rent with
electricity, water and cable
• Cable package includes HBO
and Cinemax
• Rates starting at $299!

Reserve your room and choose
your roommates online.
www.MurrayPiace.com

ACElEBRRY
LB-ALIKE, CONTACT US!

762-4468
I
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College Ilfe Editor: Janet Robb
P hone: 762...:1468

•
Organizations, students raise money
"The items we're accept~
ing
for (the auction) would
College Life Editor
jrobb@thenews.nrg
be like items from local
businesses or any kind of
Murray State o rgan iza~ international items," said
tions have answered the McCallon. "A lot of the
call to help with relief items are coming from our
efforts of the Dec. Z6 tsuna- faculty and staff who have
mi that devastated more traveled, 'lived and worked
than l1 countries.
abroad."
The Institute for InternaPakorn Kengpol, presi~
tional Studies, Thai Student dent of the T hai Student
Organization, the South Organization, said the
Asian Cou ncil and the destruction from the tsunaoffice of Student Affairs mi affected everything in
have organized
many people's lives.
events for tsunami relief
"Everyone who is there,
including donation boxes, families dying, children lost
auctions, a bake sale and everything in their lives,
forum.
their parents, their house,
Melanie McCallon, Study everything," Kengpol, gradAbroad coordinator, said uate student fro m Thailand,
the forum will be a review said .
of what caused the tsunami
Even though the tsunami
and
some
personal was on the other side of the
accounts from international world, the devastation has
students
from
India, hit one Murray State alum~
Indonesia and T hailand.
nus.
"(They) will talk about
A large number of Mur~
what their 'home was like ray State alumnl!s Lukman
before and how it's changed Saleh's extended family
now with the tsunami," said died in Indonesia, Michael
McCallon. "We'll be able to Basile, director of the Instiget a personal perspective tute fo r International Studon if their lives were affect~ ies said.
cd (and) how their families
More events will be
were affected. We have sev~ planned as the semester
eral students who were goes on, said McCallon.
affected and students who
Said McCallon: "It's
were there, so we'll get to something they are going to
hear firsthand."
need continued assistance
There will be two auc- in all these countries so
tions, a live one at the we're going to continue to
forum and a silent auction come up with events to
held in the Curris Center raise money for these
Rocking Chair Lounge.
efforts."

JanetRobb

Rashad Taylor/The News

Mark Whitt, campus minister, talks with Beoonleirt Wong and Tony Chauananikul, both graduates of Murray
State, about the tsunami disaster Wednesday.

Disaster rud Events
Silent Auction
Monday through Jan. 28
Items being sold include: Thai purse,
Korean jewelry box, Panda China miniature plate, Venezuelan maracas, Cyprus
wall calendar, Chinese shoes and Chinese scroll.

International Bake Sale
Wednesday, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., Curris Center
Tsunami Forum and Live Auction
Thursday, 6 p.m., Freed Curd Auditorium

Death tolls reach more than 212,000

DEAD'
10,749
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'

M
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art by Chia-Hung Chang/Tile News

Murray State hosts many international students from India,
Indonesia and Thailand. Melanie McCallon, Study Abroad
coordinator, said international students from these countries
are back at the Universty. People from other countries died in
the tsunami, increasing the death toll to more than 2U,OOO.
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'Just say eBay' for cheap buys, quick cash

This Week
•Friday
Speech

'Online auction house'
offers a place to buy, sell
new, used items

1:30 p.m., Kentucky

Secretary of State
Trey Grayson, Freed
Curd Auditorium

•Saturday
Women and Men's
Basketball

PhllHp Dishon

5:15 p.m. and 7:15
p.m., MSU vs. Tennessee State, RSEC

Staff Writer
pd~hon@thencws.org

• Sunday
Horse Show
8 a.m., AQHA Horse
Show. free admission, EXPO Center

• Monday
Lecture
p.m., "Staging
Shakespeare," Room
623 Fine Arts Build-

7

• Thesda
Campus Activities
Board Meeting
p.m., Ohio
Room, Curris Center

4:30

• Wednesday
Lecture
7 p.m., "Did Shake-

speare write his (or
her) own plays?"
Room 623 Fine Arts.

.

• Thursday
Campus Lights
7 p.m., "Annie Get
Your Gun," $7 for
adults, $5 for senior
CltJzens,
children
and MSU students,
Lovett Auditorium

! l!tn. 28
Play
7 p.m.. "Twelfth
Night," Shenandoah
Shakespeare
Express, $7, Robert
E. Johnson Theatre

.!Jan.29
Truck Pull
7:30 p.m., $14 for
adults, $10 with Racer{ard, $7 for children, children under
5 free. Expo Center

Tired of overpaying for
everything you need? Where
can you find everything from
used text books and video
games to software and platinum rims? How can you
save precious dollars on
everything? Just say eBay.
EBay is a Web site that
allows registered users to
buy and sell nearly anything
to users around the world.
Also, eBay.com was one of
the first sites to introduce
online auctions.
Luke Sims, senior from
Beaver Dam, has been a
member of eBay's online
community for more than
two years. Sims said ·online
auctions are one of the most
exciting things for buyers and
sellers to do.
"I've sold more than I've
bought,'' Sims said. "You
never know how much something will go for."
Sims said he has mainly
used the site to sell collectibles and memorabilia he
would
have
otherwise
thrown away.
"I think it's a great opportunity for a seller to reach so
many people at once," he
said. "(eBay.com) is a strong
Web site that shows how our
community
is
looking
towards the Internet for the
future."
Sims said getting started on
eBay was intimidating at first,
but other site members-were
willing to buy his merchandise.
"There is always somebody
willing to take the risk (on
new users)," he said.

Ross Nelson, sophomore
from Jacksonville, Fla., is a
member of eBay who also has
sold numerous items.
"I think (the site) is a very
effective tool, actually," Nelson said. "Everyone I've
come in contact with has
been willing to work with
(me)."
To further protect users, all
members on eBay have ratings associated with each
transaction in which they are
involved. Users rate both
sellers and buyers with either
positive or negative feedback.
"The feedback profile is
what eBay trust is based on,
and it is honestly the best feature for the weary shopper,"
said Brent Norsworthy,
junior from Murray. ''I've
been an eBay member since
1997. During that time, I've
never had one bad deal and
have found that most sellers
are quite helpful."
' Norsworthy said he has
bought video games, car
parts, electronics and novelty
items through the Web site,
saving a lot of money compared to retail prices.
"I'll usually pay close to
retail price for an item in new
condition," Norsworthy said.
"However, you have to watch
and factor shipping prices in
when you're considering
something a great buy."
Norsworthy also said for
the few items he has sold on
eBay, he has gotten what he
wanted for them.
Daniel Williams, junior
from Gravel Switch, used
eBay to save money on text
books for the spring semester.
"I used it over (Winter)
Break to buy all my books for

photos by Rashod Taylor//he News

class for this semester,"
Williams said. "Instead of
spending $350 in the bookstore, 1 paid just under $100
to get them."
Williams said the convenience of the site is one of its
best qualities.
''It's easy to use, you can
find almost anything, and I've
never had any problems with
either buying or selling,"
Williams said.
However, not all of Murray
State's eBay members have
experienced
only good
things.
Jonathan . Burris, sophomore from Paducah, said for
the most part eBay is a safe
place to buy, with the exception of his latest purchase
which still hasn't been
resolved.
"I've only had that one bad
experience with it but that's
enough to make me more
wary when I order," Burris
said.
Anyone willing to set up a
free eBay account on the
Internet can purchase items
from eBay.

(Top) Ross Nelson, sophomore from Jacksonville, Fla.,
searches through eBay as he looks for new it ems to buy.
He not only uses eBay to purchase things, but also uses
eBay as a place to sell his used belongings.
(Bottom) Climbing equipment is one of the many purchases Nelson has made through tbe Web site. Other
purchases include a mountain bike and skiing equipment.

Interested in attending graduate school?
The McNair Scholars program can help you get ahead of the competition!
-

The McNair Program prepares MSU students in all disciplines to be successful
by providing the following services:
• A paid, faculty-mentored undergraduate research, scholarly, or creative project.
• Scholarship money as an undergraduate.
• Free GRE preparation workshops, tutoring and personal assistance.
• Free trip to visit graduate programs and schools.
• Special graduate school application fee waivers.

Eligibility requirements and an application form can be found online at:

http://campus.murraystate.edu/services/ursa/mcnair.
For more information, call 762-5042,
or visit the McNair office located at 400N Applied Sciences Bldg.
APPLICATION DEADLINE: Friday, April 8, 2005
7
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Wellness center helps students keep New Year's resolutions
Tyler Moore
Staff Writer
tmoorc(ruthl•news.org

Making a New Year's resolution is not a new concept. Every year, people
strive to be better people, to
get out of debt or to quit
smoking. But for many Murray State students, their resolution of choice is to get in

shape during 2005.
For
Chelsea
Kinzel,
sophomore from Marissa,
Ill., the opening of the Student Recreation and Wellness Center is a good motivator to get fit.
"I am usually not very
good at keeping resolutions," said Kinzel. "With
the opening of the new center I think that the whole

~=====:=::m=~~- This

campus will be losing a few
pounds."
Losing a few pounds is
something millions of people resolve to do each year.
But surprisingly, according
to about.com, losing weight
ranks as the second most
popular resolution behind
one's spending more time
with their family.
Although many students

may want to lose weight,
others simply want to get in
shape.
''This year I mainly want
to be healthier, to be an
overall better person," said
Angie Hale, sophomore
from South Fulton, Tenn.
"The wellness center wil1
help a lot because there is
so much to do."
Although many people

make New Year's resolutions, an increasing number
of people break them, often
times within weeks of making them.
"I don't believe in making
New Year's resolutions,"
said Brad Eiden, freshman
from Crestwood. "Why
make something that you
arc going to break in a
month or so?"

Many students are taking
advantage of the new wellness center at this point, but
James Travis, senior from
Benton, thinks the amount
of students utilizing the
facility will decrease a little.
Said Travis: "The new
weJlness center may help
people keep their resolutions for a month and a half,
instead of the usual month."

Week in Entertainment- - - - - -

• Albums

• Box Office

• Songs

• DVD

1. American Idiot
Green Day
2. Encore
Emincm
3. Crunk Juice
Lil Jon and The East Side
Boyz
4. Get Lifted
John Legend
5. The Red Light District
I.udacris

1. Coach Carter

1. Let M e Love You
Mario
2. 1, 2 Step
Ciara featuring Missy Elliott
3. Lovers and Friends
Lil Jon and the East Side Boyz
featuring Usher and Ludacris
4. Drop It Uke it's Hot
Snoop Dogg featuring Pharrcll
5. Soldier
Destiny's Child

1. Resident EvU - Apoca- 1. The Da Vinci Code
Redcross.org and unlcef
lypse
Dan Brown
u sa.o rg
2. The Five People You
These two Web sites
2. Ancho rman: The Legend Meet in H eaven
offer easy ways to make
ofRonBurgundy(unrated) Mitch Alborn
donations for the tsunami
3. ChaJnfire
relief in Asia. Redcross.org
3. Na poleon Dynamite
Terry Goodkind
estimates at least $400 mil4. State of Fear
lion is needed and unicef
4. Garden State
Michael Crichton
usa.org states $5 can proS. By Or der of the Presivide an emergency health
5. Anchorman: The Legend den t
kit for one person for three
ofRon Burgundy (rated)
W.E.B. Griffin
months. Both sites accept
donations
online.
Source: nytimes.com
Source: Billboard.com

2. Meet the Foclc.ers
3. Racing Stripes
4. In Good Company

5. Elektra

.

Source: movieslnytimcs.com

Sour< E': Ri llboclrd,com

• Books

• Web site

MORE

Right Prices.
Right Now:

BECOME THE LEADER
YOU WERE BORN TO BE.

savings
Throughout
The store I
see Store For Details.

large or blna lorp Grade • A•
(doien)

SPLIT FRYER
BREASTS OR

BONELESS
CHUCK ROAST

CHICKEN WINGS

USDA CHOICI IIIF

Uli.:1

KROGER COFFEE

78

$

TYSON FAMILY PACK

AuorledVorielle•

(11.5 ·13u Can or lclfl)
~

KROGER JUMBO
BISCUITS, CRESCENT
ROLLS or BAGELS
"'-""' Voriellet

tanll'nlbi!W!llllllili Ill liM~ 1$ •lftltltii a.
tlllilld SliiH AIIIJ.Iftlclr l:niiGit SCliNI (ICS) ~ 1!11
~ IIIII 1lalllr IIIII

.. "...,.._

Aftlr ~ lallc C.ut TIJillll.

CJIIIOip ~~~ees--..

a!llnd llllt Ollitlf task Con. AI II Olb'. JWI Ill .......
IS I Salllfr, IIIMI*illluM W IIIIYIIII Ill lllltllllill.
To tild lUI ~~~«e. mil CWIIY.tGQtSlor till~.

(12 :'16 ... PltgJ

Use Your Degree

,.;

lb

For Your
Future
For Your
Country

Where: Paris, TN Recruiting Station
When: Mon- Fri 9a.m. - 7p.m.
Who: SGT Jason Culver 877-348-0801

,..,..

KROGER
VEGETABLES

Aotortod y,;.,;. ........
jlht ...)

l*
TOTINO'I

.........,....... .......
PIZZA

(9.1 . 11.5ol ,...,

•

~~,,.~

~~~·
FLAVOR SEAL
GROUND BEEF

KROGER MJITY WINOS

........ ,••,...... (3.,

GEORGE JONES
COUNTRY SAUSAGE

(SOLD IN S liiii(G ONlY $6.40)

UOQD CHICKEN DRUIIETTU

Hot or Mild
(16 ozl'tte l

FLORIDA
STRAWBERRIES
11 .....,,

-c.o

lb

ICEBERG
LETTUCE

CAN Foon · DELI SANDWICHES

,_,3.)

s128

•

UNIQUE

~

_e.ds499

_e.os199

•

•

each

MEATS
A&l«1ed Varielieo

(1·32 oz l'ttg)

_,_
•

each

KROGER
NICE 'N CHEESY
Oriainal or Lite

(HeociJ

(2" Pkg)

CAJUN SPECIAJ,S • SALADS • SOUPS • B ARBEQUE

~..

Under2Iwelcomeind~ room

_j

~-~-.~~~?~~~~·-~-1!·

~ ROMA

~ TOMATOES

Open Mon. -Sat. II a.m.- D a.m.

a99.
3
1
ii

BIG K 24PACK
SOFT DRINKS
A&l«1ed Varietiet

(l2o2 Conl)

e

ii ~$12

IIWIT ONII INTIIIII

GRAPEFRUIT
TEXAS

HUGGIES
MEGA PACKS

Dlopers, Puii·Up1 or Goodroitu
Selected Varieties (21 • 14 d Pk!)

. $12!.9
IHtUD

EFFECTIVE JAN

·

$

for

A--.1 Varieties.,_

IWAMION DtNNIRI
A--.1 v.rielloo • , _
(7 • 2-' 01 ,..,,

GERBER
2ND FOODS
Selected Vorietie1
(4 oi Jor)

4.0JP
0/.

(4.9 ·11 oa "'el

ii

12PACKS

SPttlll, Diet, Regulor
or Cafhlne FI'M(I2 oz Cona)

10

KAAnBAROR
SHREDDED CHEESE
OR CHEESE SINGLU
AssortH Varieties(l6

01

Pkg)

CAPRI SUN OR
KOOL-AID JAMMERS

~:'6-:.:k)

KROGER MILK
OR JUICE
AN Varieties
(Picutic 1/2 Gallon)

. 2~1 . 3~10 . 3~5

33

0foOFF
IIGULAil
IITAIL
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Lectures kick off 4th annual Shakespeare Festival
Elizabeth Fields
Staff Writer
To go or not
to go? That is the
real
question
when it comes to
the fourth Shakespeare Festival taking
place next week on campus.
"The festivals are usually
comprised of a mixture oflectures, workshops and performances," said Warren Edminster, director of writing and
philosophy and associate professor of medieval language
and literature. "This year, we
have two lectures and
two
perfor~~~~~~. .- - mances."
art by Phillip Dishon/The New~

The festival opens at 7 p.m.
Monday with a lecture in
Room 623 of the Fine Arts
Building. Mark Malinauskas,
professor of theatre and
dance, will be lecturing on
"Staging Shakespeare.''
"Basically I will be covering
what a director is, a brief history of concepts for production such as in Hamlet, which
I directed as a (graduate) student, and the poetry and figures of speech used," Malinauskas said.
Malinauskas
has been
involved with Shakespeare
since his college days and has
participated in the California
Shakespeare Festival.
The Shakespeare festival
will continue Wednesday
with another lecture also to

be held in Room 623 of Fine
Arts. This lecture. "Did
Shakespeare Write His (or
Her) Own Plays?", will be
given by Kenneth Tucker, a
retired professor of English
and philosophy.
A disbelief that someone
from the lower middle class
could have conceived and
executed a brilliant body of
work by himself; consequently, a variety of conspiracy theories have cropped up over
the years, suggesting Francis
Bacon or someone else wrote
the plays, said Edminster.
Students will not only learn
about Shakespeare through
the lectures, but will also be
given a chance to see two of
his more critically acclaimed
plays, "Measure for Measure"

and "Twelfth Night."
These plays display the
prevalent themes of love,
grief and consumption in the
way only Shakespeare could
write, Malinauskas said.
Edminster said students will
want to go see a play they
were not forced to read as
English students.
The Shenandoah Shakespeare Express will be on
campus Jan. 28 to perform
their adaptation of ''Measure
for Measure" at 10 a.m. and
then "Twelfth Night" at 7
p.m.. both in Robert E. Johnson Theatre.
According to a press
release, the SSE is a group of
traveling actors from across
the United States wanting to
make Shakespeare accessible

Come and enjoy Mr. Gatti's all 'f!l~. ~!1~ ~~P~.8.~1
We now have personalized
you can eat pizza buffet! lnclud·
votive holders!
ing spaghetti, salad, rotini ·alfre· just $1.99 letter
each and includes one candle.
do, breadsticks and
•••••••••••••••••••••
4
16 Main Street 753-0859
dessert pizzas for only••.

Cherokee Hills cantina
Mon. - Fri.
11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Thunday •Ladies' Night

10% off buffet with MSU student I.D.

($1 cover chargeladies 21 and older)

(not good with coupons or specials)

saturday •Beer specials Throughout the Evening

Friday •$2.00 Pitchen

through performances and
education programs.
"I urge all students to take
advantage of seeing the SSE
preform to sec their unique
approaches, including taking
on double roles to create an
interesting contrast," said
Malinauskas.
Hester College is a sponsor
and will be selling tickets,
ushering plays and hosting a
reception for the performers.
Tickets arc $7 and can be
obtained by e-mailing warren.edminster@murraystate.
edu.
"The plays were never written as literary texts," said
Edminster. "It is only on the
stage that we can truly appreciate their subtlety and brilliance."

Spirituality.com

TheNews.Org
The Murray
State NetNs is
novv accepting
applications for
GRAPHIC:

804 Chestnut

7S3·66S6

MURRAY STATE

vs.
TENNESSEE STATE
Saturday, January 22
Lady Racers-5:15p.m.
Racers - 7:15 p.m.
First 80 students in reserved
Mick's Maniacs seating receive a

FREE T-SHIRT
All Murray State students receive

FREE ADMISSION
with valid student ID.

Corporate Game Sponsor 88& T

,
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Sports Editor: N<tthan Clinkenlx-ard
Assistant Sports Editor: Brittanr Renfro
Phone: 762-•l•ltH

Students miss
comeback
of a·lifetime

Racers ready to slam Tigers
DanTepe

and
Morehead
State.
Cronin is not looking ahead
dt(!pe@thenews.org
to any matchups because of
the. number of good teams
The men's basketball in the conference.
"I looked at that, and the
team returns home Saturday night to face Tennessee reality is, when you look at
State after a three-game our conference, there's
road trip as the game will probably eight teams that
serve as the team's last could win our conference,
if you look at it right now,"
home game until Feb. 3.
Tennessee State (8-10, 3-1 Cronin said. "I just think
Ohio Valley Conference) there's a lot of parity. Every
enters the contest in a game, you can get a win,
three-way tie for second and then getting to the next
place in the OVC with the game is going to be important."
Racers and Austin Peay.
Offense was not a probSimilar to the Racers, the
Tigers only loss within the lem for the Racers in a 96conference has come at the 70 victory Tuesday at Tenhands of Samford, a team nessee-Martin. The team
undefeated in conference converted 37-of-64 field
play.
Samford
has goals, good enough for its
employed
home-court best shooting performance
advantage, winning three of of the season.
The Racers took control
its four OVC games at
home and winning one of the game early jumping
more at last place Jack- ahead 28-9 just eight minutes into the contest. By
sonville State.
Tennessee State comes to halftime, the lead increased
the Regional Special Events to 22 points and reached as
Center packing one of the much as 31, twice.
Junior guard Darnell
more potent offenses in the
OVC and will provide a Hopkins paced the offense
challenge for the Murray with 21 points on 8-for-16
shooting. Hopkins also
State defense.
"Tennessee State can chipped in on the glass,
score and they're one or'the grabbing a game-high seven
better offenses in our con- rebounds.
Despite playing only 11
ference," Head Coach Mick
Cronin said. "They are one minutes, sophomore forof those teams that you can ward Shawn Witherspoon
maybe slow down, but you scored 18 of his 20 points in
are certainly not going to be the second half and added
five rebounds.
able to shut them down."
Junior forward Charles
The Tigers are averaging
a conference best 78.1 Johnson scored 12 points.
points a game but surren- Sophomore guard Trey
der a league worst 82.3 Pearson and junior forward
Reggie Jackson each added
points a game.
Sophomore Bruce Price ll.
The Racers have manand senior center Rod
Flowers each rank in the aged to win two straight
top 10 in the OVC in scor- OVC road games after losing. averaging 15 points a ing its first conference road
game. Flowers also leads game at Samford, Hopkins
the league in rebounding said the team cannot take
and ranks fourth in field the time to worry about one
loss.
goal percentage.
"Coach told us we need to
The Tiger center has also
garnered four OVC New- get at least six out of our
comer of the Week honors eight road games in the
given to a non-freshman conference," Hopkins said.
new OVC player. Flowers "It feels good to win but
also won the OVC Player of we're not letting the losses
the Week honors for the get us down."
Tipoff for the Racers
week of Dec. 20.
Next week the Racers home game against Tenwill face the Death Valley nessee State is scheduled
road swing with games for 7:15 p.m., following the
against Eastern Kentucky women's game.
Staff Writer

Boy, did everyone miss a huge
comeback during the Winter Break.
I'm talking a comeback of extraordinary proportions. This was something on the level of the Red Sox in
this year's ALCS or, say, Tony Danza.
As everyone knew during the fall
semester three guys including the
sports editor were getting their butts
whipped by the editor-in-chief in the
weekly NFL Picks.
The surprise in this wasn't so much
the editor-in-chief is a female rather
than the way she picked which team
would win the
games.
After I wrote a
column bowing
down to her and
complaining
at
the same time I
received a couple
pieces of mail
regarding their
love for · Vanessa
and her domi·
nance over the
males in the game
Nathan
of football.
Clinkenbeard
Well if they
Sports Editor
only could have
seen what happened while everyone
was away sleeping, partying and what
not.
As soon as school let out for the
Winter Break something happened
with my NFL picks. I actually started
getting them right, almost all of them
to be honest. The first week away I
ran off a ncar perfect record, 15-1.
Vanessa was still on a roll and postco a more than decent 10-6 record,
but it was still a five -game advantage
for me in one week.
Dan Tepe and Ryan Grothe were
left__in the dust after subpar weeks.
They ;ereno wliere to be found the
rest of the season.
The following week I yet again
gained on Vanessa, this time by only
three games as I went 12-4 to her 9-7.
The inevitable was occurring and
Vanessa could not do anything to stop
me.
I was on a tear and I knew the final
week was going to be where I completed my comeback and fmally took
my place on top of the NFL Picks
where I belong. No woman who
picked her teams based on colors and
cities was going to stand in my way.
Down by two games I was confident in my picks and seeing Vanessa's
for the final week I knew I had a
chance.
It came down to a couple games.
First, she picked the Eagles against
my Cincinnati Bengals and paid for it.
She also picked some teams that
would normally win, but the teams'
starters were rested for the playoffs.
We were tied with the outcome of the
Colts and Broncos game determining
our fate.
The Broncos won handily against
the resting Colts and I had my season
victory that was long overdue. It
should not have taken me that long to
get to the top, but Vanessa certainly
was a formidable opponent. It was a
shame no one could read about it on
the back page of The Murray State
News.
Vanessa immediately began accusing me of cheating and not reading
her e-mails correctly.
Of course, none of this was true.
' Just like this column I wrote.

Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor of The Murray State News, e-mail
him at nclinkenbeard@thenews.org.

center Pearson
Griffith slams in
an easy basket
during the Racers• home game
against Westem Kentucky.
(Left) Sophomore forward
Shawn Witherspoon drives to
the
basket
against a Hilltopper defender. The Racers
are currently 41 in the OVC.

Interim AD resigns to pursue career opportunity
Staff Report
After serving Murray State
athletics for 10 years, Kenny
Roth, interim athletic director,
announced
his
resignation
Wednesday, effective at the end
of February.
Roth will be leaving the Uni·
versity to take a position with
Integrated Computer Solutions
in Murray.
University President F. King
Alexander complimented Roth
for his service to the athletics
program.
"Kenny bas been a vital asset
to Murray State Universit}' and
our
athletic
department,"
Alexander said. "Kenny is
respected by all for his hard

work and selfless attitude.
He has been a
joy to work
with and has
been instrumental during
his tenure as
assistant athletic director
and interim
athletic director
in making
Kenny
numerous
Roth
departmental
rntcrim AD
improvements. He wiU be sadly missed in
athletics and by Murray State."
Roth had been serving as the
interim athletics director after
the reassigning of E.W. Denni-

son in mid-September 2004. He
was in his fourth year as assistant athletics director for marketing and promotions before
the switch. He was also the
director of the Racer Foundation.
Presented with a unique career
opportunity he could not refuse,
Roth said it was difficult to leave
his colleagues in the department
of athletics and board of directors of the Racer Foundation.
"I am proud of the accomplishments that (Murray State) athletics and ·the Racer Foundation
have been able to make both academically and athletically during
my 10 years with the University,"
Roth said. "It has been an honor
to work with the coaches, the

donors, the board of directors of
the Racer Foundation and staff
of the athletics department. I
wish Murray State University
and the athletics department
many years of continued success."
Roth flrst came to the University as an assistant coach under
Scott Edgar from 1991-1995. He
also was an assistant coach at
Georgia State prior to coming to
Murray State.
A 1985 graduate from the University of Arkansas, Roth had the
chance to coach under bot}}
Eddie Sutton and Nolan Richardson.
The University plans to name
a successor before a new athletics director is hired.

The Sports Line•••
TV Events

-~-~···~·~---------------------------------------------------=

Murray State Events

Friday: ESPN @ 7 p.m.
NBA Basketball
Pacers at Heat

Sunday: FOX@ 2 p.m.
NFC Championship Game
Falcons at Eagles '

Saturday: W Basketball @ 5:15 p.m.
Regional Special Events Center
Tennessee State at Murray State

Sunday: Rifle @ TBA
Newkirk Invitational
Cookeville, Tenn.

Saturday: CBS@ 12:30 p.m.
NCAA Basketball
LSU at Kentucky

Sunday: CBS @ 5:30 p.m.
AFC Championship Game
Patriots at Stcelers

Saturday: M Basketball @ 7 p.m.
Regional Special Events Center
Arkansas-Little Rock at Murray St.

Jan. 27: M BBall @ 6:30 p.m.
McBrayer Arena
Murray State at Eastern Kentucky
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Loss toUT-Martin gives women 6-10 record
BobHengge
Staff Writer
bhengee@lhenews.org

The women's basketball team will try to snap
a losing trend that has led
it to drop five of its last
seven games, including
three of its first five Ohio
Valley
Conference
matchups when it t<J<es
on the Tennessee State
Tigers at 5:15 Saturday
night at the Regional Special Events Center.
The presence of youth
on this year's team has
been evident as the Racers have played well in
each game, but have just
been unable to finish off
opponents.
After dropping an overtime heartbreaker Tuesday, in which the Racers
fell to the Skyhawks of
Tennessee-Martin, the
team looks to rebound
this Saturday night when
hosts the Tennessee State
Tigers.
In this week's loss the
team
actually
out
rebounded UT-Martin by
10. but failed to close the
door for the victory.
"We played hard at
times, but they weren't at
the right times," said
Head Coach Joi Felton.
"Wc crashed the boards
well, but didn't really play
smart."
If the Racers (6-10, 2-3)
wish to climb back to the

Miclwel Mclaunne!Tile News

Rebecca Remington, senior guard from Scand anavia, Wise., and the Murray State's leading
scorer drives between two St. Louis Goldst ar
pla yers. The Racers defeated the Goldstars 85-80.
.500 level in conference
The Racers' hard work
play, the women will has not gone unnoticed in
need to vastly improve the OVC as junior fortheir offense which saw ward
Jessie
Hirsch
them make only 33.3 per- earned this week's Ohio
cent of their shots from Valley Conference Newthe .field.
comer of the Week

award.
Another component of
the Racers' attack seeking
improvement is on the
offensive glass. Felton
knows the Tigers arc
tough in that aspect and
shutting them down on
rebounds will go a long
way in determining who
wins and loses.
"We have Tennessee
State corning in here (Saturday), a fantastic offensive rebounding team,
which is, obviously an
Achilles Heel of ours. so
we're looking forward to
that challenge," Felton
said. "Our young women
have stepped up and, I
think, kind of gelled a little bit on this first OVC
road trip."
The Tennessee State
Tigers are led by senior
guard LaKisha Clay. The
S-foot-7-inch guard leads
the Tigers in both points
per game, 11.1, and assists.
TSU comes into Murray with a .500 OVC
record at 2-2, and will
look to move above the
500 mark in conference
play for the first time
since their opening victory against Jacksonville
State.
Also a force for the
Tigers has been senior
forward Kendra Bailey.
Bailey is averaging nearly
11 points a game and nearly nine rebounds per
game. If the Tigers plan

on defeating the Racers
on Murray State's home
court, Clay and Bailey
\Vill be the key in producing a win.
For the Racers, senior
Rebecca Remington, who
leads the team in scoring
with 15.4 points per game
and rebounding with 4.8
rebounds a game will
need to lead the offense
to an improved performance.
Sophomore
Ashley
Hayes is second on the
team in scoring with 12
, points per game and she
is also ranked fourth in
the nation with 3.1 threepoint field goals per
game.
Remington is not worried about her team this
season and knows if they
keep working hard the
women should be fine.
"We just need to keep
playing hard,'' Remington
said. "We've been taking
good shots, they just
haven't been falling for
us. As long as we keep up
our intensity and keep
hitting the boards. then
we should be able to play
our game."
After the Tennessee
State game the women
take the Death Valley
road swing with the men
as they take on the Eastem Kentucky Colonels at
6:30 p.m. Thursday and
the Morehead State
Eagles at 6:45p.m. Jan. 29.

Long shot
Racers hope to ~bounce back after weekend loss to top 30 team
Brittany Renfro
,t..ssistant Sports Editor
~renfro@ thenews.org

After suffering six straight
losses in singles play and three
losses in doubles against the
University of Louisville, the
Murray State men's tennis team
now boasts a 5-17 record.
The Racers finished the fall
season in sixth place at the Ohio
Valley Conference Championships after being defeated by
Samford University in the final
round of the tournament.
In the season openers singles
competition, sophomore Fadi
Zamjoui, Murray State's No. 1
seed fell 6-4, 6-4 to Louisville's
Slavko Radman, as the No.2 seed
freshman Yuri Pompeu lost 6-0.
6·2 to Damar Johnson.
The No. 3, 4, Sand 6 seeds all
followed the same pattern of
defeat to the Cardinals (2-0).
Sophomore Jeff Lester fell 6-0, 61, while junior Craig Jacobs,
freshman Hunter Gerlach and
sophomore Clayton Clark all lost
6·0, 6-0.
In the doubles competition of
the eight-game pro set. Clark and
Jacobs lost at 8-2, while Pompeu
and Zamjoui and Gerlach and
lester both lost the No.1 and No.
3 games 8-3.
Head Coach Mel Purcell attributed the losses to both
Louisville's athleticism and Murray State's young team.
"Louisville's ranked in the top
30 in the nation, and in this program I like to play strong teams,"
Purcell said. "Even though we
' will most likely get beat, we
learn a lot more and when it

file photo

Waterfowl,
hot coffee keeps
hunter on toes
Well, Christmas was nice, even
though the hip-deep snow prevented
me from doing much right before the
holiday. On the day after, I was en
route to Louisiana, for a duck hunt
with my good buddy, Marty Dunham, assistant professor of educational studies, leadership and counseling. Marty and I have been hunting together for about a year now,
and I've had enough hunting buddies
over the years to know he's the real
deal. Marty and his folks down in
Louisiana are top-notch people, and
Marty, like me, lives and breathes
hunting. He likes
hot sauce on all
his food, too, just
like me, so he and
I really get along.
The birds were
tough, even for
the duck-blind
veterans
of
Louisiana. Marty's brother-inlaw, Er ic Conrad,
bar none one of
Will
the best duck
Brantley
callers I've ever
listened to, con- Outdoor columnist
stantly
commented on how tough the hunting
was. I had a great time, though. We
managed to kill 25 or so during my
three-day hunt, including pintails,
widgeon, teal, spoonbills and mallards. It wasn't much by Louisiana
standards, but I've had some pretty
slow duck hunts in Kentucky, so it
was a lot of fun to me.
Here around home, it's been a pretty good season so far. We've had
backwater in the crop fields and cold
weather 'up North, so there's been
plenty of ducks and geese around.
I've learned a little about hunting
diving ducks this season. I have to
give another of my hunting buddies,
Will Robey, credit for mentoring me
in the learning process. It's been a lot
of fun. Those little birds decoy in at
about 100 mph with all the landing_
gears down. They really make for
some great shooting.
No matter where I've been during
the water fowl season, from the
flooded fie lds of Louisiana to the
dead-timber sloughs of around home
to the open water of Kentucky Lake,
all of my hunts have had some things
in common. Of course, there's
decoys and shotguns, but there have
also been good buddies and plenty of
hot coffee each time.
I'm a pretty serious coffee drinker
anyway, but being in a duck blind
almost requires three or four cups
per outing. I'm talking real coffee,
too, the black kind, not the light-colored stuff all gussied up with
whipped cream that costs $4 a cup.
and results in lost parking spots.
Duck blind coffee should come from
a worn thermos (preferably one with
a few feathers stuck to it and a permanently stained cup) and it should
be strong enough to keep you on
your toes at daylight and hot enough
to knock off a 10-degree wind chill.
Yeah, waterfowling is a unique
sport, and it's participants, for the
most part, are a little crazy. But, we
love it, and it keeps us out there, day
after day, until the season closes.

Clayton Clark, sophomore from Belleville, m., returns a ball during practice. The Racers lost
its farst match against Louisville, b ut w ill continue the season against Indiana U niversity Jan. 29.
comes time to play OVC teams.
we can play with anyone."
The Louisville men's tennis
team includes two players who
achieved ranking among the
Midwest Regionals in the singles
division, and two teams in the
doubles division rated in the

Intercollegiate Tennis Association's Midwest Region's top 15.
Jacobs says the team's focus is
initially to get back in shape and
into practicing.
"Hopefully by the next match
we'll be ready to play Indiana
who's ranked in the 60's and But-

ler who won it's conference last
year." Jacobs said. "IU will be a
challenge, but hopefully we can
compete with Butler."
Murray State travels on Jan. 29
to Bloomington, Ind., for a trimatch with Indiana University
and Butler University.

It's a Celebration!
Saturday, Febuary 5 - FREE tan day!
Give-aways & Special Package Deals

VIP Tan - $24.95 monthly
I

Will Brantley is the outdoor columnist
of The Murray State News, e-mail him .
· at wbrantley@thenews.org.
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Track team finds head coach with 'Hope'
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@thenews.org

The search for a new men and women's head track and field coach ended
Jan. 12 with the hiring of Dereck
Chavis to the position previously held
by Norbert Elliott.
Chavis, a native of Elkhart, Ind.,
comes from Division Ill Hope College
in Holland, Mich., where he was head
coach for five years.
In his five years of coaching for
Hope College, Chavis installed a winning mentality exemplified by his
teams constantly placing in the top
three in the Michigan Intercollegiate
Athletic Association.
Chavis is looking to bring the same
mentality to the Racer track and field
programs.
"One of the things I've never been a
part of is a losing program, and I've
never been a part of a program where
people thought it was second-rate,"
Chavis said. "I'm not about to start
that tradition here."
As a student-athlete Chavis attended Indiana State University where he
earned bachelor's of science in soci-

a

ology in 1994 and
participated on the
varsity track team
for four years.
Chavis
lettered all four years
and was team captain as a junior and
senior as well as a
two-time All-Missouri Valley Conference sprinter.
While
runDereck
ning at Indiana
Chavis
State Chavis realTrack and Field
Head Coach
ized athletics was
his calling and
coaching was something he loved.
"I had a great time running in college, and I had a great coach," Chavis
said. "I have always had an itch to be
in athletics, and being a coach I love
seeing people mature."
Following his graduation from Indiana State, Chavis stayed in Terre
Haute to be a graduate assistant for
the track and field program under
John McNichols. Chavis stayed for
two years at Indiana State where he
also directed a summer camp for the
Sycamore sprinters.

From 1996-97 he was a mentor
leader in the AmeriCorps 21st Century
Scholars program at the Martin Luther
King Community Center in Indianapolis.
Former Murray State runner and
senior Tim Bradley, from St. Louis, is
assisting with the cross country team
and the distance runners and likes
what he sees from Chavis.
"The program has turned over a
new page," Bradley said. "This is a
new beginning, but it is going to take
two to three years to turn things
around."
Prior to the fall cross country season the Murray State men's track and
field and cross country programs
were converted to non-scholarship
teams.
Chavis understands the challenge
he will be facing is going to be a difficult one, but knows everyone needs to
work with the current situation.
"I know that Murray State has a rich
history with track and field and there
is so much potential here," Chavis
said. "It's a great opportunity for me
to be here, and I'm just looking to
rebuild it and be competitive in the
conference."

Accepting

Former assistant coach
indicted on fraud charges
Staff Report
Former Murray State
Assistant Basketball Coach
Ryan Wolf was indicted on
fraud charges by a federal
grand jury
for arranging
for
players
receive
phony academic credit according
to a story
by
the
Ryan
Chronicle
Wolf
of Higher
Former Coach
Education.
Among the charges set
forth in the indictment are
players receiving grants
they were not qualified to
receive. The misappropriated grants totaled more
than $120,000.
Wolf was head coach at
Barton County Community

to

College in Great Bend,
Kan., from 1998 to 2003.
During his career as head
coach Wolf arranged for
athletes to earn credit for
courses they bad not taken.
One athlete recognized as
a beneficiary to Wolf's
actions is Ricky Clemons,
the former University of
Missouri star, Clemons is
also involved with further
allegations for his time at
the school.
Wolf gave falsified transcripts to Missouri and to
Brigham Young University,
where Clemons took correspondence classes, to keep
players eligible.
Wolf faces a total of 51
years in prison and more
than $1.5 million in fines if
found guilty of all counts.
Following the 2003-04
academic year, Wolf left
Murray State for reasons
stated as personal.
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Apply today first floor
of Wilson Hall or call
762-4478 for more information
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1993 Ford Ranger extended cab, v.6,
tires, $2700. 1987 Plymouth Horizon four doot, low mileagt>. call 4892699.

llt'W

Sawmills- $2,6CJ';.OO ·LumberMatc2000 & Lumbert itc<l4. Norwood
Industries also m,Jnui<ICturE"S utility ATV
attachments, lug skldder~, p<Jnable
board edgers and forC$try equipment.
www.norwoodindust11es.com
Free
infoonation: 1·800-'i78-1363 ('J(fJOON
Aluminum Horse traih'rs '! year unlimited warranty (including roof) start eng at
$5999.00 to lullury living quarters.
100% financing av.Jil.Jnlc. S.1les and
Service call Scott 1·688-761-1000

FOR RENT
Professional offke ~pace ior rent In
Frankfort. Ju~ ofi US 127 near 1-64.
Appro~lmately 700 squ.tre k"<·t on sec~
(llld floor, priv.llt• l>.tth, cl~ts. $600
per month, include~ watt•r/c;cwer, electric,_gas. ~11502·223-8821.

HElP WANTED
)oll'O

THl SoulHWOOOS WAY 11'-D HAVE THf

lEST SUMMfl Of YOUI lift! Soulflwoods is
a ~ residential children's camp in

the Adirondack Mountains of New
York. Southwoods Is seeking ENTHUSIASTIC, ENERGETIC and FUN·LOVING
individuals to make a positive impact on
a child's li~. Positions art' available in
the areas of: cabin specialists, athletics,
outdoor adventure, c~tille and perfonnins arts, water sports and much
more! Benefits of wooong at Southwoods include salary, travel, room,
boatd, laundry and much more! For
more information and to complete an
application please contact us www.
southwoock.com 1-888·449·3357. We
lovt' MSU students! Come and contin~re
the MSU lepcy at South"·oods. Join
tome of your r~low classmates-..Martin Son, Stephanie Llwrence, Eric Wil·
son, Mary Woods, Andrew West,

1Tl.Jil1•

Shelton, Timothy Dudley, . Rebecca
Travis, Tl Ganett, Erin Babb, Justin
RCMM, Ben Bowden, Bill Robi500, Reese
Ton'l'nce, Travis West, lt>Anne West_
Kiley Newell, Rich LeVeq~re, Todd Hoffman, Michflle Lovell, Ben Arnett.
Air Tr.lfllc Control: No exp. nt'l-dro; we
tr,cln. t I.S. grads 17-34. Great p.1y, bent!·
rlts. Mu>l relocate. Call M-F 800-284&28Y
Docs your job tee! liJ.:e a prisonl Break
free and use eBay to gct p.1id. Get duly
Oeposlt.s. u~ your computl'!l'. C. ell online
supplier. 1· 600-9404948 f.l<l. :.!I 07
rinand,JI. Large t1rm set·king CPA with
2-4 y<'ars govt•rnml'nlal ,1nd NFP audit
e-rwric'nCP; Sharehold('r tra<:k potential
for successful applicant. Salary commcnsuratt' with exp€ll'ien<.e. Reply to:
Alexander & Comp.~ny, P.!>.C. 2707
Breckenridge Street, Suite 1, Owcnsboi'O, KY 42303
TEA< IIEK RECRUITMENl rAIR- West·
E·rn Vir)lfni.l Public Educntto11 Consortium· l'rlday, February 4, 200S (4:00pm
to 8:00pm) Saturdily. f•'hru.uy .'i, 2005
(9:00am to I :()()pm) Salem Civk Center.
1001 Boulevard, Salem. VA. I'Jrticlpallng School Divisions will50hdt applic.-..
tiom to fill 80(}+ vacan<:tCS. For a uniform job application and mimmation
~islt www.wvpcc.Ofg ·lob Fair or call
(<;40JIB 1-6399/ (540JIB 1-6414. Particip.cting Virginia ~chool divc~ions:
Allt"jlh,my. Bath, Bl.md, BniC'tourt, C.lrroll. Covcngton, Cracg, Floyd, Fr.mklin,
Gilc~. t h?nry, Montgomery, Patrick,
Pula~ki, Ro.ulOke City, Roano~e Coun·
ty, Salem, and ~~1he.

The Advocate-Messen~er h.1s an immediate qpcning for a Ccrwlation Director. I he ~uccessful candtd.ltt• must be
Jhlc to give guidance to I lome Dt•hvery
MJnager, Single Copy Man.1gcr, Out·
~ide SdiC'S Manager, \II[ Coordin.1tor
nnd oifict• st1ft. Dewlop and m.1nage d
yearly bud~E'I. Provid(•lcadN~hip ~ills
to Cir<:ulatcon .>taii while being tespon·
siblr~ for h!nng. counselin~ encouraging. evaluahng and macnralning an
effedive ~ff. Develop new ideas on

ta!ning open communication with other
departm('nts. Mu-t J~S strong cornmunlcauan skills, be organizca and
ready to respond to daily ch.'lllenges,
havt:: .1 r.mge oi ~kills that cov~rs o1cross
a ~pt'ttrum of people, and have ,1 c ur·
rent driver license .md gond driving
record. An c~rdh·nt hcnefits l>.lrk.cgt•
and <·ompetillve ~.1lary oifcrect.
Rt!!>umes .md salary rL-quir<~ts can
be sent to: lhe Advocate-MCSS(!ngcr,
Attn: DebbiE! Wagner, 330 S. 4th Strccl,
Danville,
KY
40422
debbiew«Pamne\'is.com
Advunle your <lrlving cart!Crl lncrC'asc In
pay p.Jckag<'. Contr.1c tor; & Comp.1ny
net>cled. f1.1tl wd· Reirigeratro. T.mk<'l.
OvPt·the-ro.Jd. Som<' tL')lion,JI. Commer·
cial Driwr's lic.en~e Training. l·llllO·
771-6318 W\\W.primemc.wm
Area CDL·A lralnln~! Job placement
asst, Cdll today to sec ii you qualify for
state paid tra~ing. 800-398-99~

you
qualify for our finishing program- and
you jump to 14 cpm as soon as you
have 3 months CXp€lriencel Plus we
offer: Time off every 14 d.1ys, .mcgned
truck5 you c~n take home, complete
benefits pac.:kage, monthly bonuses.
l>did vacations, W<'<'kly payroll, passen·
ger program & more. Start 2005 with a
pay raise! 1-ll00-21B·HUNT EOE. Subj
IC1 drug sal'Cn.
6 wreks

cxpcri1~e.

Dnvers, Accepting Trainees! COL in 16
days! No money i.lown, ~tudeot financing! Tuition recmburscrnenl avail. Job
pl<tcement <mt. 1·600-883-0171 exLA·
1] www.delt.cac:tdt•my.CP~l

Driver!!- BL'gln thP Yl'ar with Family
Owned Op<•ration! Mill's to .1000/ wk
plus benefit5 & late model equipment!
Solo·s teams/Own Ops. 2.1 w/CDL-A 1877-613-6385 X286
Drl\<ers-Company regional, horne
EVERY weekend, ~l'-loaded outbound
fl<~thed. 100% f>Jtd p<'nsion package,
excellent low wst h<Mhh ins. Excell!·nt
equipment. C.1ll l·.'i02-'l47..0184 ext.

Attention Drivc:r- 51,000- S I ,.100
weekly. Home wt•<•kly. Company- 'it.ctt
38¢/mil<'.,. CVO st.1rt $1.05/mile. GRrA T
MILES.IJ9'Yo no touch. 800-321-1.1176
Drtl·er· Covenant 1 ransport. Exl·ellcnt
pay & BenMits fat experienced drivers,
OQ, solos, tr•ams & Graduate studt.'llt.S.
Bonli5CS patd wcckf\•. Equal Opponunity Employer. 888-MbRE·PAY 1888·66737291

A

14.
Drivers, Over tne road, 35 stales. fl<~t
wfsidcs, IJh.: model conventionals. 3
vears experience. $2,000 sign on
bonus. Stan .J4C·.38c mile +benefits
Call (800)444-66411

Driv<'c · Drivers WFST oll-75. "D!•dicat·
eel Cusl<l!lll'r •Run SE ~tates, II & WI •
Up to J?t pm to stan •Hometime' bene·
fits • CDI·N 6 n11>t\ths OTR. 877-687·
5627. JDC I Ojl~i~\- ~-l)rivcrl Htgh pay & No Milesl Get a
fresh start. 2500-3500 mpw. 48 hours
oif c.1ch week. Gross $41 k-50k first
year. 888·14(1-4619. Class-A CDl/ 6
months OTR
Drivers, Good thcng~ come to thl)~l'
wno watt. hut good PAY comes to the~
who 001\:'TI Why wait for an annual
raise when you. c.Jn make lllOI'e nowl
Start from 34 to 36 cpm and progress to
37 cpm within month~! Think you don 'l

.. ..

DrivNs: Owm·r Opl.'ratnr~ needed!
Horne weekends! Oldt•r truck~. plates
av.1ilahle. SO f\ll/ mile or 70% gross.
Call Maxine .1t T& T D~·diratecl Carriers,
II'>:C. 1-800-511.00!12

Need a jobl CRST. No expenence? No
probii.'ITI! No cmdct check. No monthly
payment. lmmcdi,1te beneiit package.
Now hiring In your area. 1-8774431.1189
••stc~r Transport•• Nt•eds inexperienced
drivers. Home mo~t weekends, Peterbih
trucks, ~hM<'<I tuition. Good starting
pay. Food and lodging provided. 1·
800-455-4682

What does our PAY RAISE mean to
YOUl Comp.1re what you make to what

yr•:lf
$52,000/year. More c.xperiencel
$60,0001 year. S70,0001 ~·ear MOREl
Heartland Express 1·800441-4951
www.heartlan<Jexpress.com

now
o,ct·
tlemcnts, annuities, and in,urance pay·
outs. (800)794·7310. JG Wentwonh
means cash now for ~rudurcd settlements.

TRAVEl

Reach llvcr 1,000,000 re.Jdef'O with one
calli Contact the cla~sifi<.'<l dep.1rtnwnt
of thi~ nlW~JMp<•r or call KPS .11 502223-81121 fnr mnre information abc>ut
placing a :.!S-word tla~$ified in 74
newspapers for only $2.251

••111 Spring Break Website! Lowest
prices guaranteed. Free mrals and free
drinks. Book 11 pt>Oplt', gt>t 12th trip
free! Group discounts for 6-+
www.SpringBrrakDiscounts.com or
~33-8202.

CLASSIFIEDS RATES

#1 Sclfing Break Vacation$! C..ncun,
Jamaica, Acapulco, B.lhamas, Florida
& Costa Rica. 110% Best Prices! Book
now and get frre parties & mt'a1sl
Group discounts. Campm reps wantt'dl 1-800-234-7007 Mdlesuummt'rtoul'l-com.

The Murray

EDUCATIONAl

State News

E.un Your Degree- Online from home.
Busines~, Paralegal, Computer~. Net·
working o~nd more. Fin.l!Ki.Jt Acd avallahle, job placement .1~~istance. and
co111puter5 provided. Call free
(8h(f!8)8·2121

Place your
message 1n

classifieds for

HEAlTH
Family 1-tealth C.ue w/preswpt1on
Pl.1n! $69.95/ mo: hcl'lll'nl wverage.
No llmit;1tions, lndudes 'k'nt.JI, vision,
prc·exi~tlng cond. OK! Call: WC5 1·
800-286-9.214 ext. 2H2

MISC.
Attentcon H~nm:, Display homes
wanted for vmyl sldcng· wcndowsroots. Easy credit term•. No p.1yments
until Summer 2005. St.trttng at S99
month. Caii1-800-251-084J

PER WORD!
111 Wilson Hall

FrL<e 4-Room DIREClV Sy;tern lnt.ludes

standard installation. J Months free
H80 & Cinema>.! Access to over 225
channels! limite<j time offer. S&H,
restrictions apply. 1-000-208-4617

Classifieds must be
paid before they run.

Ckittese aestAwrAKt

ALL DAY ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT BUFFET
SzECHUAN, HUNAN, & MANDARIN CUISINE • EAT IH OR TAkE OuT

OUR BANQUET FACILITY HAS THE AMBIENCE YOU REQUIRE FOR ANY
SPECIAL PRIVATE FUHCllOH!

75

" PROUDLY SERVING CALLOWAY COUNTY FOR •• ,
AWHILE NOW."

BJGGEST & BEST BUFFET IN TOWN!
•APPmzERS
•GENERAL Tso's
•CocKTAIL SHRIMP
•SouPS
CHICkEN
•SAuD BAR
•CRAB RANGooN
•HoNEY CHIC1CEH
•SUSHt
•HoT PAM

•CHICk£HOHA
SncK

EN

CHICk-

•STUK
•laC~

•BBQ RIBS

•MUSSELS

•DESSlRT BAR

638 N. 12TH Sr. 8ETWE£N Gooov's AND OFFIC£ DEPOT • 753-3788
MON.-THURS. 10:30A.M.-1 0:30P.M. • F1u. & SAT. I 0:30A.M.-11 P.M.
SUM. 10'30A.M.-1 OP.M.

I
Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE.
I Located inside Wai-Mart.
I
I
I Coupon must be p•esented for redomJ)tton

1111111111
11lU!U

L------ -- - -C 2005 Btoc:llbuster Inc.

I
I
I
I

••...
t
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Nathan

Hengge
Staff W riter

The catalyst for each offense will be
the running game. Neither team
gains an edge on the ground but
Tom Brady's experience is the key..

Both teams possess potent running
attacks, but New England has the
edge at quarterback. Roethlesberger's inexperience is starting to show.

Clinkenbeard

Sports Editor

Jerome Bettis and Duce Staley are
one of the best tandem running
backs in the league, and Head Coach
Bill Cowher will eat the clock.

Edge: Patriots

Edge: Steelers
The Steel Curtain D has been a staple for past championship runs, and
this year is no exception. The physicality in tt}is game helps Pittsburgh.

Steelers No. 1 ranked defense versus
Bill Belichick's brain and blitz
schemes. Take your pick. Steelers
get the nod for its No. l ranked D.

Edge: Steelers

Edge: Steelers

True, the Steelers are playing at
home. However, the Pats have won
two out of the last three Super Bowls
and that should amount to something.

The Steelers are playing at home and
are 8-Q at Heinz Field this season.
However, the Patriots have clutch
kicker Adam Vinatieri to counter.

Edge: Patriots

Edge: Patriots

®

a-

17-14

Forget Michael Vick. Brian Westbrook will be the star running the
ball and catching screens. Almost a
toss up, but Philly gets the nod.

23-13

Atlanta's running attack is what gives
it the edge offensively, especially
with Warrick Dunn and Vick. But
don't forget McNabb for Philly.

Edge: Eagles

Edge: Falcons

Atlanta's defense has been one of the
toughest all year long. It will need
the slight advantage on defense to
create turnovers for easy points.

Atlanta's problem is its susceptibility
in pass defense. The Eagles have the
edge because of}evon Kearse on the
D-line who has speed to contain Vick.

Edge: Falcons

Edge: Eagles

Lincoln Financial Field will be rocking, and if the Eagles don't win this
time there could be riots. Vick's time
will come, but McNabb's is Sunday.

If Vick can be contained it could
happen in Philly without a dome.
However, with no Terrell Owens,
look for Freddie Mitchell to step up.

Edge: Eagles

-

Edge: Eagles

-20-17

31-21

AND SAVE UP TO 40o/o OFF* THE LIST PRICE.
How great Is this? Find great savings on .new or used
textbooks you need this semester. Go to half.com and
enter the titles or ISBN numbers. That's It!

·-·-·------- -------------- --.
Save
$
....

an additional

on a purchase of $50 or more.
Redeem this coupon by entering this code:
FTWAYNE2005

Bob

Dan
Tepe
Staff Writer

by

athalf.com

--------------------------·
"CIIIIm bued on compll!"lson of average aelllng price (e11cludlng ahlpplng and hllndltng) for top 10% of textbooks (by unn VOlume) eold on Half.com from
Augult 11t·Seplember 11, 2004 and U8ted u "brand r!eW" by the Miler, wlltllllt price for ume title. TextbOol\5 are defined •• undergrllduale and graduate
textbooks 8l'ld exclude reference booklllnd noYellllitenlture
'"Oifllr.,..lld ID< $5 oil a purchae ot S60 or mono 111 HaW com Qnly Ollw llelld ""llrsltme buye"' OlofiiY Qodtor ..-.. musr 116 a Of $50.00 before,.,. decounc •• _ . . . . , - - - onclucle alllpo
p;ng, .._.....,lg, IUot or • ••urence nus ooupon .....-116 combined With any olhlt coupon, diSCOUnt. Qi" certiftellte. o• p«>motion. Any polonlial refund woll not m - the COUpclfl 01 U ·-rnpticHl YIMuo
VOid whlnl prohibil~ Open only to Us n11 111 Y"""' ot - or oidof Promolioft tulljeei to cl1anoe wlltlou1 notice Otler expire• on March 31 , 200611 11 59 5G EST

Edge: Patriots
The Patriots shut down the most
prolific touchdown passer in history
last week, led by Ted Bruschi they
are a squad full of playmakers.

Edge: Patriots
Both teams seem to be teams of destiny. Pittsburgh dodged a bullet last
week, but even home field advantage
won't be enough in this rematch.

Edge: Patriots

~ 24-14
With the NFL's No. 1 running attack,
Atlanta is no longer a one man show.
Without Owens, Philly needs McNabb to carry the team again.

Edge: Falcons
Philly has three pro bowlers in its
secondary alone, and will blitz on
almost every down. The speedy Falcon linebackers must stop McNabb.

Edge: Eagles
Vick is the most explosive player in
the league, and without Owens,
Philly will be pressed hard to avoid a
fourth straight loss in the title game.

Edge: Falcons

